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ABSTRACT: The research is dependent on Vikram Seth. One of the most outstanding and captivating novelists of the 

modern era is Vikram Seth (pronounced "sate"). In addition to a collection of children's verse stories, he has published 

volumes of poetry, a travel book, a verse novel, a libretto, and the longest single-volume prose novel ever written in the 

English language. Hiscorpus of work is famous for its stylistic variety and diversity. His books display a remarkable 

breadth of literary styles; for example, the 1983 travelogue From Heaven Lake combines poetry and prose. Thematic 

analysis of VikramSeth’s selective poems  

He published Mappings, the first collection of his poetry, in 1980. It was mocked when he mailed a copy of the book to 

eminent English poet Philip Larkin. But despite the difficulties of writing, he inspired Seth to persevere. The second 

volume, The Humble Administrator's Garden, was released in 1985. With this book, Seth. Showcased his poetic 

prowess and won the Commonwealth Poetry Prize. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION OF THE VIKRAM SETH 

 

One of the most outstanding and captivating novelists of the modern era is Vikram Seth (pronounced "sate"). In 

addition to a collection of children's verse stories, he has published volumes of poetry, a travel book, a verse novel, a 

libretto, and the longest single-volume prose novel ever written in the English language. His corpus of work is famous 

for its stylistic variety and diversity. His books display a remarkable breadth of literary styles; for example, the 1983 

travelogue From Heaven Lake combines poetry and prose. 

 

Seth's books span a variety of topics and settings. His poetic abilities as well as his scholarly background as a poet and 

political science student are both influences on his writing.  

 

His first three non-poetic books are set in northern India, China, and San Francisco, respectively; the 1999 book An 

Equal Music takes us on a journey through Europe. One of several of Seth's poetry collections that does is Three 

Chinese Poets (1992), which stands out among the others. Seth's writing has a strong international and cosmopolitan 

tone. 

 

Numerous critics have suggested that despite its cosmopolitanism, Seth's work has a strong Indian cultural foundation. 

As a "postcolonial Indian writer," he is referred to. 

Vikram Seth was born to middle-class Hindu parents on June 20, 1952, in Calcutta, India. Laila Seth, his mother, is a 

High Court judge, and Prem Seth, his father, is a leather industry consultant.  

Before enrolling in Corpus Christi College, an Oxford university, he first attended the Doon School, an English-style 

public school, where he first studied before choosing to study politics, philosophy, and economics. 

To obtain a Ph.D. in economics at Stanford University in California, he moved there in 1975. He never completed his 

thesis on the demographics of specific Chinese towns, but he has said he plans to go back and revise it in Sestinas. He 

enrolled at Stanford University for a creative writing class taught by poet Donald Davie. 

Timothy Steele, another poet Seth met at Stanford, had a similar impact on his writing. Seth dedicated The Golden Gate 

to him as a way of expressing his appreciation for this.  

 

II.SUMMARY OF “THE FROG AND THE NIGHTINGALE” 

 

The Frog and the Songbird is a sonnet by Vikram Seth that utilizations rhyme and verses to make an entrancing story 

around two singing animals. The subsequent one is a songbird, however, the first is a frog. 

 

Regardless of whether different creatures who are standing by listening to the pair favor the songbird's singing, the 

songbird's naïveté permits the frog — who is "coarse" and "severe" — to lead the songbird into misery by utilizing the 

same thing that the songbird preferred. Generally, the songbird didn't move toward her ability with certainty and 
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freedom, and subsequently, the less-capable frog had the option to manhandle the songbird, ruin the gift, and cause all 

creatures close by to lose something they delighted in for something they won't ever appreciate 

 

We were completely brought into the world with various shading, so how frequently do we endeavor to mix ready? 

Large numbers of us are handily influenced by others, which lessens us to turn out to be simply pawns. A unique 

sonnet by Vikram Seth guides us through the occasions of The Frog and the Songbird while outlining the horrendous 

outcomes of such a way of behaving. Even though the songbird has beautiful singing, the overbearing frog figures out 

how to get the better of her. The songbird's life is in peril because of the frog involving her for his benefit. 

 

The sonnet opens with the frog in Bingle Marsh croaking, which bothered different animals. The frog continued 

croaking regardless of their unwavering disturbance, put-downs, and disdain. Up until one brilliant evening, this 

proceeds 

How frequently do we endeavour to mix in with different tints when every one of us has a particular shade? Many 

individuals emphatically impact us, which lessens us to being straightforward pawns. Vikram Seth's unique sonnet 

takes us through the occasions of The Frog and the Songbird while outlining the awful results of such a way of 

behaving. Despite having a beautiful melody, the songbird is overwhelmed by the frog's tyrannical impact. The 

songbird's life is in peril since the frog exploits her for his benefit. 

The sonnet begins with a frog in Bingle Lowland croaking, which disturbed different creatures. The frog continued 

croaking notwithstanding their rehashed irritation, affronts, and scorn.  

 

                               III. SUMMARY OF “THE TALE OF MELON CITY” 

 

A ruler who was viewed as quiet once ruled. He had plans to assemble a curve over his city's significant lane. Lifting 

individuals' moods was expected. The ruler wanted to dumbfound his subjects. Since it was the lord's pronouncement, 

the laborers started development on the curve decisively. The way of life of the city is by all accounts established on 

well-established standards of power and acquiescence. 

 

The lord rode to the street once the structure was done to inspect the curve and draw in with the spectators. In light of 

the low passage's development, the ruler's crown was knocked off. It was considered a disgrace by the 'fair and 

peaceful' lord, who likewise requested that the head constructor be The ruler rode to the street once the structure was 

done to inspect the curve and draw in with the spectators. Due to the low opening development, the ruler's crown was 

knocked off. It was considered a disgrace by the 'equitable and serene' lord, who likewise told the execution of the 

developer's leader. 

 

The engineer cried to the ruler that it was not his commitment and that the specialists were to be blamed as he was 

being coordinated to the platform to be executed. The ruler finished the systems and gave the solicitation to hang every 

worker. The workers then dissented and laid the issue on the missized blocks. The ruler mentioned the presence of the 

bricklayers. It was given to the organizer by the bricklayers. The ruler the organizer right now uncovered an astounding 

truth. He reminded the ruler that the game plan had been changed by him. Exactly when the ruler learned about this, he 

was stunned and questionable about what to do. He then reasoned that he required genuine direction and gave the 

solicitation to the most insightful individual to be brought into court. The ruler gave the solicitation to bring the clever 

man under the careful attention of the court. He was a very old individual who experienced trouble seeing and walking. 

The more seasoned individual assumed that the bend that had taken the ruler's crown off was the certified miscreant. As 

the bend was being passed on to the structure, a board part dissented, saying hanging whatever had collaborated with 

the ruler's skull was improper. 

 

The ruler saw the energy of everyone. Likewise, he detailed a hanging to placate them. Anybody could be executed by 

hanging. It is expected to incorporate execution. There was a coordinated noose, at this point, it was outstandingly high. 

To pick a man whose level matched that of the noose, each man was assessed. Simply a solitary man, who ended up 

being the ruler, was at the right level. Accordingly, the ruler was executed by hanging. 

 

IV.EVENING SCENE FROM MY TABLE 

 

In this piece, a singular speaker is drinking an "unfizzy ale" at a table. From where he is sitting, he looks out and sees 

the creatures moving toward their customary schedules. He is let to watch and take refuge in the "birds and brew" since 

nobody or nothing speaks with him. The poem closes with a fragile update that soon the sun will set and that 

"marvellous," yet "unnerving," bat improvements will fly "across a darkened sky." Night Scene from My Table' by Seth 

uses different smooth contraptions. These consolidate enjambment and emphasis as found in anaphora and comparable 
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sounding word utilization. Exactly when something like two words that start with a comparative letter is used 

successively or on the other hand if nothing else eagerly together, comparative sounding word utilization occurs. For 

instance, in line four of the third abstain, "birds" and "ale" are used. 

In the underlying line of the essential refrain of this poem, the speaker addresses the "splendid emanating god." The 

speaker isn't keeping an eye on the Christian "God" yet somewhat another, as is clear by the decision to not endorse the 

"G" in god. The "fields" and the sun's rising and setting are vigorously impacted by this creature. The speaker doesn't 

hint at the eternality of these parts by name until the poem's outright last line. Regardless, in case one is familiar with 

Greek legends, one may unequivocally suspect that the speaker is keeping an eye on Apollo, generally called 

"Phoebus," the sun, forecast, and bolt-based weaponry god. 

The speaker is keeping an eye on Apollo in these remarks. He is mentioning that the god "proceeds" his horses and 

plays out his commitment to conveying the sun across the sky. The speaker wishes that night-time would show up 

rapidly since she is burnt out on continuing through the serious force of the day. He talks for himself as well concerning 

all of "man[kind]." According to the speaker, all men are "pining" for a change of the day and are stressed that time is 

halting. 

The speaker urges Apollo to happen in the resulting stanza by drawing on how he could decipher the heavenly creatures 

and their relationship with one another. He suggests a woman in these remarks. "Her name." In this, abstains last line, 

"Tethys," appears. She is revered as the freshwater goddess who takes care of the planet. 

 

 Themes of Vikram Seth’s selective poems  

“THE FROG AND THE NIGHTINGALE” 

 

The Value of Self-Conviction 

We learn at the work's start that the frog is certain and happy for its singing, no matter what its gullibility. Even though 

every one of the animals abhors his singing for disturbing them, nobody thinks about stopping him considering his 

assurance. 

 

Lark, of course, has an exceptionally beguiling and magnificent voice that all animals, including the frog, respect from 

unquestionably the primary day. The frog is at first awkward. Regardless, when they first meet, the frog comprehends 

that the warbler needs conviction, working on it for the frog to take advantage of the lark's abilities. He first takes cash 

from it before finally driving it to death. 

 

Never trust anyone. 

One of the lark's most prominent missteps is that it speedily thinks the frog is an angel itself and opens itself up before 

the frog. It trusts in the frog and recognizes all he says. Likewise, in the end, arrives at a horrible goal. 

One can make progress on the planet effortlessly, yet it is more challenging to keep that achievement. At the point 

when somebody endeavours to succeed, the prevailing citizenry attempt to debilitate, exploit, and lastly kill their 

adversaries. Consequently, one ought to never put a lot of confidence in others. 

 

 “The Tail of Melon City” 

Most of us saw exemplary Disney films like "Cinderella" and "Aladdin" as kids and were enchanted. There is no 

questioning that these accounts contained illustrations that grown-ups accepted were critical as far as we're concerned 

to learn, even though we might have seen these movies as delight when we were youthful. The thoughts of "Aladdin" 

and "Cinderella" are very comparable: "Act naturally because it is sufficient." Subjects are things that a writer believes 

the peruse should detract from a novel, like ethics or illustrations. The verse isn't any not the same as this. Writers now 

and again endeavour to pass thoughts on to crowds through their verseThe realm of simpletons is the subject of The 

Story of Melon, a verse. 

 

                           V.CONCLUSION  

 

As to Reasonable Bov's story system, one notices Seth's faultless concerning the account style of A Reasonable Bov, 

one notices Seth's immaculate order of the original's construction and surface too. Since the story begins toward the 

start, the critical characters are all presented immediately. 

 

With a marriage that drives the plot forward; Savita, Lata's more seasoned sister, is the lady, and the setting is an 

emblematic social custom of marriage. The clever's middle is loaded up with verifiable geological developments and 

changes in time. The novel additionally includes Lata getting hitched. The love birds board a train as they set out on 

their new life's excursion. 
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As to Reasonable Bov's story procedure, one notices Seth's perfect Concerning the account style of A Reasonable Bov, 

one notices Seth's immaculate order of the original's construction and surface too. Since the story begins toward the 

start, the huge characters are all presented immediately. 

 

With a marriage that drives the plot forward; Savita, Lata's more established sister, is the lady, and the setting is a 

representative social custom of marriage. The original's middle is loaded up with verifiable and topographical 

developments and changes in time. The novel likewise includes Lata getting hitched. The love birds board a train as 

they set out on their new life's excursion. 

 

The principal characters are unmistakable all along and extraordinarily energized. In any case, Lata demonstrates the 

fact that she is an area of strength for a free woman. There is next to no space for practice in the general public she lives 

in by her decision. She can't pick; just rejects. Lata should marry Haresh given the establishment of marriage in favor of 

ladies. 

 

In A Reasonable Kid, language assumes a huge part in character improvement. In discourse, the word decisions and 

expression development utilized by the speakers convey a ton about their characters. Language accuracy is an 

indication of legitimate mindfulness. 

 

Despite Seth's dependence on language, he frequently utilizes different procedures, for example, direct authorial 

With an end goal to follow the direction of the writer's improvement as an essayist and look at the critical subjects and 

ideas that act as the underpinning of his work, this study has tried to lead an exhaustive assessment of Vikram Seth's 

collection of work. To permit this examination to come to a nearby, a couple of decisions about Seth's place in Indian 

Writing in English and the general qualities of his composing may be made. Seth addresses a difference in different 

regards from the ongoing scholarly scene, where the accentuation gives off an impression of being fundamentally 

envisioning the country through the recovery of narratives under deletion and foregrounding, in the undertaking, a self-

reflexive consciousness of the most common way of narrating. He is perhaps the main contemporary Indian writer to 

explore different avenues regarding such a large number of scholarly types, including travel composing, work-based 

section books, traditionally sensible books, pioneer books, and personal journals. His verse is written in meter and 

rhyme and maintains a strategic distance from the pervasive free section utilized by Indian writers today. Despite the 

way that various Indian authors and writers find their topics in places other than India, the Indian mindfulness that 

shapes their work is now and again present. 
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